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What do 
you see…

Fliegende Blätter, 1892



What is 
Identity
Safety?

• An identity safe space is one where students 
from diverse identities and backgrounds 
feel: 

• -- welcome
• -- valued
• -- respected
• -- able to succeed
• Time for implementation

• First encounter: Identity Safety messaging/ 
activity

• Throughout the semester: Most effective when 
implemented continuously throughout the term



How does 
Identity Safety 
affect 
retention and 
achievement?

Care Ethics – a normative theory that centers 
moral action in interpersonal relationships and 
recognizes care as a virtue

Identity Threat 

Inclusive learning environments, “ensure students that 
their social identities are an asset rather than a 
barrier to success.“ (Steele and Cohn-Vargas)

Identity Inclusion

Feeling excluded and/or inferior
Stereotype threat expectations
Emotional stress or pain
Discouragement, frustration
Lack of belonging

Eliminates Insider/Outsider culture 
Increases engagement and openness
Feeling equally valued and respected
Productivity, creativity, morale
Sense of belonging and commitment



What does 
this look 
like in 
practice?

Establishing norms of engagement 
Acknowledging and signaling support for 
diverse identities is crucial 

Set clear expectations on conduct
-- academic engagement is OK, personal attacks are not

Student names and pronouns

Acknowledge responsibilities and challenges outside of college

Use materials and visual representations that exhibit diversity

State in person, on syllabus: you strive for equity and inclusion 
-- but are always willing to talk about improvement

Remember that identities are intersectional!



Identity 
Safety
Activity

A starburst identity chart is a diagram that individuals fill in with 
words and phrases they use to describe themselves as well as 
the labels that society gives them.



Your Turn!
1. Share your own chart with students
2. Ask how they describe themselves
3. Ask how they think others see them
4. Suggest including things that make them 

unique – what do they do for fun? 
Something they care about?

5. Follow up later in the semester
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